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We construct several examples of fake Hilbert spaces including one that satisfies the Discrete 
Approximation Property for n-cells, n = 1,2,3,. and becomes homeomorphic to lz after taking 
the product with a dendrite A. The examples are constructed using the input from homotopy theory. 
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Fake Hilbert space dendrite Z-set 
1. Introduction 
The Hilbert space is the space 
with the metric induced by the usual norm 
II( xl,x2,x3,.. -III = p, x’) 
The purpose of this article is to investigate stabilization properties of fake Hilbert 
spaces. By a fake Hilbert space we mean a space X that is not homeomorphic to 
the Hilbert space, but shares many properties with it. 
In the ensuing discussion the following space, A, will play an important role. 
Let A be any l-dimensional compact absolute retract such that the collection of 
endpoints (i.e. non-separating points) of A is dense in A. Such a space is called a 
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(compact) dendrite. An example of such a space is depicted in Fig. 1; it is constructed 
as the intersection of an infinite sequence of 2-cells as suggested in Fig. 2. 
Let A denote the space obtained by deleting a countable dense collection of 
endpoints from A. A is called a (non-compact, complete) dendrite. Bowers [5] 
investigated the role of A in the Hilbert space theory. He was the first one to 
recognize that in many cases fake Hilbert spaces become homeomorphic to the 
Hilbert space upon crossing with A [7]. This is analogous to the Daverman-Walsh 
theorem [lo] which says that homologically correct compact absolute retracts 
become homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube upon crossing with a 2-cell (or even A, 
by results of Bowers [6]). The Daverman-Walsh theorem is derived from Torunczyk’s 
characterization theorem [ 131: A compact absolute retract is homeomorphic to the 
Hilbert cube if and only if it has the Disjoint n-Disks Property for every n = 
0, 1,2, . . . . (Recall that X has the Disjoint n-Disks Property (DD”P) if any two 
maps from an n-disk to X can be approximated by maps with disjoint images.) 
Daverman and Walsh show that if X is a ‘homologically correct’ compact absolute 
retract (for the precise defimtion see [lo]), and if it satisfies DD’P, then it satisfies 
DD”P for every n (a ‘local Hurewicz theorem’), and hence it is homeomorphic to 
the Hilbert cube. By a result of Daverman [9], X x I2 always satisfies DD’P for a 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
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homologically correct X, and Bowers [6] showed that for such X, X x A satisfies 
DD*P. 
Torunczyk [ 141 gave an analogous characterization theorem for the Hilbert space: 
A complete absolute retract is homeomorphic to the Hilbert space if and only if it 
satisfies the Discrete Approximation Property. (Recall that X satisfies the Discrete 
Approximation Property (DAP) provided for any sequence {fn : I” + X)2= i and any 
open cover % of X there exists a sequence {g, : I” + X}Fzp=, so that g, is %-close 
to fn for all n, and the family {gn(l”)}~= , is discrete in X.) Therefore, it is natural 
to ask whether there is an analogue of the Daverman-Walsh theorem for the Hilbert 
space. We say that a fake Hilbert space X stabilizes if XX A” = Z2 for some n 2 1 
(where A” denotes the n-fold product of A with itself). 
In this paper we produce examples linking the stabilization problem for fake 
Hilbert spaces with the homotopy theory. In particular, we show that 
(i) there is a homologically correct fake Hilbert space X such that X x A” is not 
homeomorphic to the Hilbert space for any n = 1,2,3,. . . ; and 
(ii) there is a homologically correct fake Hilbert space X that satisfies the Discrete 
Approximation Property for 2-cells (and therefore the Discrete Approximation 
Property for n-cells, n = 1,2,3,4,. . .) such that XX A is homeomorphic to the 
Hilbert space. 
These examples illustrate the bad failure of the Daverman-Walsh theorem in the 
theory of Hilbert spaces. 
Before we proceed by the description of the examples, we explain how we 
distinguish between a fake Hilbert space and the Hilbert space. 
Recall that a closed subset B of an ANR X is said to be a Z-set provided any 
map f: P-+ X from a finite polyhedron can be arbitrarily closely approximated by 
a map f : P + X with the property that (the closure of) its image misses B. The set 
B is said to be a strong Z-set provided any map f: P+ X from any (infinite) 
polyhedron can be arbitrarily closely approximated by a map f’: P + X with the 
property that the closure of its image misses B. ‘Arbitrarily closely’ means cover-close 
with respect to any open cover of X given in advance. The recent discovery [3] that 
notions of a Z-set and a strong Z-set are not equivalent (in general) led to some 
interesting constructions of fake Hilbert spaces. It is a fact that every Z-set in the 
Hilbert space is a strong Z-set. Our examples of fake Hilbert spaces will always 
contain a subset (usually a point) that is a Z-set, but not a strong Z-set. 
2. The examples 
We start with a direct sequence 
of countable CW-complexes (with metric topology) and bonding maps. For 
notational convenience, by yii : C, + C, (i <j) we denote the appropriate composition 
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of bonding maps. We form the telescope T as the quotient space T = 
i”, Cix[i, i+l]l - where the equivalence relation - is generated by (x, n + 1) - 
n,n+,(~), n + 1) for x E C,,. Notice that T is a countable union of mapping cylinders 
of ~,,~+,‘s. Let 
T,={[x, t]~ Tltzn}, ?-“={[x, t]~ Tlt>n}. 
Form ? = T u (00). A basis of neighborhoods of {cc:) is given by { ?n u {co}}~=?_,. This 
makes ? a separable metric space, which is also an absolute retract [ll]. 
2.1. Example. Let C,, = N = { 1,2,3, . . .) and let ~,,~+i : C,, + C,,, be given by 
Y_+,(X) = max{l, x - l}. The space ?, pictured in Fig. 3, is the original example of 
an absolute retract that contains a point og which is a Z-set, but not a strong Z-set 
131. 
Fig. 3. 
2.2. Proposition. Let 
be a direct sequence of countable CW-complexes, and let ? be constructed as above. 
(i) {a} c Y? is a Z-set if and only if for every i 2 1, every n 2 0, and every map 
cx : S” + Ci there exists j > i such that yiia : S” + C, is null-homotopic (i.e. if and only 
if the direct limit lim( v,,( C,) + rTT,( C,) + . . .) is trivialforeveryn=0,1,2,...). - 
(ii) {a} c ? is a strong Z-set if and only if for every i 2 1 there exists j > i such that 
yti : C, + Cj is null-homotopic (i.e. if and only if the sequence C, --z C2 + . . . is homotopi- 
tally trivial). 
Proof. (i) Assume {CO} is a Z-set in ?, and let cr : S” + Ci be a given map. The map 
(Y can be thought of as a map S” + C, x {i} c 7;. Since T, u (03) = Fi is contractible, 
(Y extends to a map cu’ : I?“+” -+ fi. Since {co} is a Z-set in ? (and hence in f,), we 
can approximate 6 by a map G’: B”+’ + f, -{CD} = T, so that &‘I S” = oi 1 S”. Since 
B ,,+’ is compact, there is j > i such that cy”‘( B”+’ ) G T - 7;. It follows that ylj~ : S” + C, 
is null-homotopic. 
Now suppose that the homotopy condition holds, and letf: P+ ? be a map from I 
a finite polyhedron l? We show that for any i 2 1 we can find a map f’ : P + T such 
that f ‘If’( T- T) = f (f’( T - T) and f ‘(f’( T, u {CO})) G T,. This shows that {a} 
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is a Z-set. Let K be a triangulation of P so fine that for each simplex UE K the 
set f(a) G ? is either contained in Ti u {CO}, or does not intersect Ti+r. Let 9 = 
{(r~ K (f(a)n T,,, = 4). Define f’=f on all simplexes in 9’. Extend f’ to all 
simplexes v not in P? by induction on dim a, requiring f’(o) 5 Ti. The inductive 
step consists of extending f ‘: du + 7;. Since aa is compact, there is i’> i such that 
f’(a(r) c T, - Ki.. Applying our hypothesis to C,., we conclude that there is j > i’ 
such that f’ extends to f I: u + T, - 7;. 
(ii) Let c( C,) = Ci x [0, l]/ C, x { 1) denote the cone over Ci, and let f: c( C,) + T, u 
{a} be a map extending inclusion Ci+ T,. Assuming that {M} is a strong Z-set in 
? (and hence in T, u (00)) we can approximate f by a map f ‘: c( C,) + T, u (00) such 
that f’ still extends the inclusion C, + T, and such that f’ misses a neighborhood 
of 00. This implies that f ‘(c( C,)) c T, - q for some j > i, and hence yil : C, + C, is 
null-homotopic. 
Now, assuming the homotopy condition, let f: P+ f be a map of an (infinite) 
polyhedron P into ?, and let i 2 1. We will find a map f ‘: P + ? such that f’ = f on 
f’( T - Ti), and f ‘( P -f’( T - Tj)) E T, - fj for some j> i. Let j > i be such that 
yij : C, + C, is null-homotopic, and let K be a triangular of P such that for (T E K 
either f(a)s T,u{co} or f(a)n(~+,u{a})=@ Let P’=u{cr~K\f(cr)n 
(7;+,u (00)) =0}, and define f’=f on P’. Notice that f’(Fr P’) s T, - T,+l, and 
since yi, is null-homotopic, it follows that f’ can be extended to P so that 
f’(P-P’)E K-6. cl 
2.3. Remark. If we require in the definition of a (strong) Z-set that the polyhedron 
P be of dimension c k, we get the definition of a (strong) Z,- set. The same argument 
then shows that 
(iii) (00) is a Zk-set if and only if for every i 2 1 and every map (Y : S” + C, 
(n = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1) there exists j > i such that yzj~ : S” + C, is null-homotopic (i.e. 
&(rr,(C,)+r,(CJ+*..)=Ofor n~k-1), 
(iv) (~0) is a strong Z,-set if and only if for every i 2 1 there exists j > i such that 
yij: C, + C, induces the trivial homomorphism on homotopy groups of dimension 
Sk-l. 
2.4. Example. (Strong &-set, Z-set, but not a strong Z,+,-set.) Let C, -+ Cz+ C, + 
. . . be a sequence obtained from the sequence in Example 2.1. by suspending k 
times, i.e. each Ci is an infinite wedge of k-spheres, and bonding maps act by 
‘shifting’ the wedge, so that each sphere in C, is mapped to a point by some 
composition of bonding maps, but no finite composition of bonding maps is trivial M 
on 7rk. Then (00)~ T has the desired properties. 
2.5. Example. (Strong Zk-set for k = 0, 1,2, . . . , hence a Z-set, but not a strong 
Z-set.) To that end, let C,, be the infinite wedge V;P,, 9, n = 1,2,3,, . . , and let 
Yn,n+1 . G -+ CT+, mapS’vS*v... v S” to the wedgepoint, and Y,,~+, 1 Sntl v Snt2 v 
. . .= Id. 
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2.6. Example. (Strong Z,-set, k = 0, 1,2, . . . , strong infinite codimension, but not 
a strong Z-set.) In the previous example the bonding maps were not only essential 
on homotopy groups, but also on homology groups. With some extra care, we can 
arrange that the bonding maps are trivial on homology, but still essential. Let 
PlZ P21 
P, - P2 - P, - . * * 
be the inverse sequence of polyhedra constructed by Taylor [ 121 using an example 
of Adams [l]. All bonding maps are trivial on homology and, for every n, they are 
eventually trivial on n,,. However, no finite composition of bonding maps is null- 
homotopic, since the bonding maps induce isomorphisms in K-theory. Let C, = 
VT=‘=, Pp, and define yn,n+,:C,+C,,+, by ~~,~+,(P,v.**v P,,)=wedgepoint, 
Yn,n+1 I pr = Pr-l,r : pr + pr-l = cn+, for r > n. It is easy to check that for every pair 
U, V of neighborhoods of a E Y?‘ such that cc E Vc v c U there exists a neighborhood 
W of co such that WC V and the inclusion induced homomorphism H*( U, U - 
V; Z) + H,( U, U - W; Z) is trivial. We say that m has strong in$nite codimension in 
f. (The reader can check that this property implies, but is not equivalent to, the 
fact that the local homology If*( -?; % {CO}; Z) = 0, i.e. that ~0 has infinite 
codimension in ?.) 
All these examples can be turned into fake Hilbert spaces using a trick due to 
Torunzyk [ 141. In his notation, X = (f x /2)m. Asaset,X=TxZ,u{co}.On TX&, 
the topology is given by the usual product topology. The point cc is closed in X, 
and a basis of neighborhoods of it consists of all sets of the form t x I, u {a}, 
i=l,2,3 ,.... By[14] Txl, = I,, so X = I, u {point}. It is easy to check that 00 E X 
has any of the following properties if and only if HOE ? has it: (strong) Z-set, 
(strong) Z,-set, (strong) infinite codimension. We also observe the following: 
(1) X = l2 if and only if cc E X is a strong Z-set if and only if X has the DAP. 
(2) COE X is a strong &-set if and only if X has the DAP for k-disks. 
(3) ~0 E X has strong infinite codimension if and only if X has the Discrete 
Carriers Property (for the precise definition see [3]; this is what we mean by 
‘homologically correct’). 
3. Stabilization 
In this section we show that the examples of fake Hilbert spaces X constructed 
in Section 2 do not stabilize, i.e. X x A” + I,, n = 1,2,3, _ . . . We also find a homotopy- 
theoretic criterion that guarantees that X x A ” = 12, and construct an example of a 
homologically correct fake Hilbert space that satisfies the DAP for 2-disks, which 
does stabilize. Specifically, we show that crossing X with A” corresponds to taking 
the n-fold suspension of the original sequence C, + Cz + C, +. . * . 
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3.1. Theorem. Let 
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y12 y23 
c,- c,--+ C,- . . . 
be a sequence of countable CW complexes, and let (f a), (X, 00) be spaces as 
constructed in Section 2. Assume that 00 is a Z-set in ? (equivalently, in X). Then 





X x A” = 1,; 
{a} x A” is a strong Z-set in X x A”; 
{CO} x A” is a strong Z-set in ? x A”; and 
for every i 2 1 there exists j > i such that the n-fold suspension z”“y,: E”C, + 
2 “C, is null-homotopic. 
The case n = 0 has already been discussed in Section 2. The equivalence of (i) 
and (ii) follows from the observation that (00) x A” is a Z-set in X x A”, the fact 
that every Z-set in 1, is a strong Z-set, and the Strong Z-set Shrinking Theorem [3]. 
The rest of the article is devoted to showing the equivalence of (ii)’ and (iii). The 
same argument shows the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) (one would have to carry the 
extra I,-factor along). 
3.2. Lemma. (ii)’ implies (iii). 
Proof. We prove something stronger. Let a E A” be a point of the form a = 
(a,, a,, . . . , a,,) where each ak E A separates A into two components. We show that 
(iii) holds provided (co, a) is a strong Z-set in ? x A”. Note that for every neighbor- 
hood V of a in A” the inclusion 
fxA”-(~u{co})x V+j:xA” 
is null-homotopic (since ?X A” is contractible), and so a null-homotopy can be 
chosen that misses a neighborhood of (03, a) (which we assumed is a strong Z-set). 
Consequently, there exist j> i and a neighborhood W of a in A” such that 
fxA”-(fv{a})x V+i:xA”-(cu{co})x W 
is null-homotopic. We can assume without loss of generality that V and W have 
the form V=V,xV,x...xV,,, W= W,X Wzx... x W,,, where V,, W, are con- 
nected neighborhoods of ai E A whose frontiers consist of two points. Notice that 
fxA”-(?-i~{~})~V=(T-?JxA”u~x(A”-V), 
and 
Since A” - V has the homotopy type of S”-‘, it follows that ? x A” - ( fi u {a}) x V 
is the union of two of its closed subsets, one of them having the homotopy type of 
C,, the other of Snm’, and the intersection having the homotopy type of C, x S”-‘. 
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It is now an easy exercise to show that ? x A” - ( fi u (00)) x V has the homotopy 
type of the suspension -X”Ci. We get a diagram that commutes up to homotopy, in 
which the vertical arrows are homotopy equivalences: 
?xA”-($u{co})x V - ?xA”-(+J{oo}) 
P”YL, 
E”C, - 2 “C, 
Therefore, J5”yii is null-homotopic. 0 
It is a consequence of this lemma that the examples of fake Hilbert spaces given 
in Section 2 do not stabilize upon crossing with A” for any n 3 1. 
The proof that (iii) implies (ii)’ requires some preliminary lemmas. 
3.3. Lemma. Suppose % is an open cover of A”. Then there is a sequence 









each W, is Q-small; 
Win Wj=@ for i#j; 
each Wi, as well as W, is contractible; 
Fr W, has the homotopy type of Ff * Fi * - * . * Fk (the join of n$nite sets of 
cardinality > 1); 
Win W,=E) for i#j; 
uz”=, %=A”; 
dimFr W,=n-1 fori=l,2,...; and 
{ W,li = 1, 2, . . .} is a locally jinite family. 
Proof. We mimic the proof of a similar statement for the Euclidean space R”. There, 
we would triangulate R” (say, using cubical triangulations) and select those n-cubes 
in the triangulation that are Q-small. Then we would subdivide other n-cubes in 
the triangulation and select those subcubes that are %-small etc. 
We first define a sequence of ‘triangulations’ of A. Choose a finite collection of 
points v:, v:, . . . , v;(‘) E A such that each vj separates A into two components, and 
such that the components of A - {vi, . . . , v y”‘} have size <l (the metric is inherited 
from A). Proceed by choosing finite collections of points v:, . . . , vzck) E A distinct 
from previously chosen points (k = 2,3, . . .) such that each vi separates A into two 
components and that the components of A -{vi 1 i c k, j s n(i)} have size <l/k. We 
denote the closures of components of A - { v: 1 is k, j s n(i)} by EL, FE, . . . , Ei”‘jk. 
Each Ei plays the role of an ‘edge’ of a ‘triangulation’ of A. These ‘triangulations’ 
induce corresponding ‘triangulations’ of A” : A” can be represented as the union of 
closed subsets a:, (T:, . . . , bulk each of which has the form Eik(‘) x . . . X Ejk(“). 
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Now suppose that % is an open cover of A”. Inductively on k, form collections 
& of ‘n-cubes’ subject to the following rule: 
a; E & iff a: is %-small and a; is not contained in any 
element of E, u. . . u &-, . 
Finally, let W,, W,, . . . be an enumeration of the interiors of elements of 2, u X2 u 
. . . . We verify (vi) and (vii), leaving the rest to the reader. For XE A” there exists 
k E N such that each ai containing x is %-small. If x E o:, and ai & &, then there 
is u’E 2;,, s < k, such that x E u{ E u’, which shows (vi). On the other hand, if 
i(i) 
uk ,... , uk jcp) are all elements of {u:, . . . , (~2~)) containing x, then x E int Uy=, ak(‘), 
and according to the rule this neighborhood of x does not intersect any elements 
of&+,u&+2u”‘, which proves (vii). 0 
3.4. Lemma. Let CY : M + N be a map such that its suspension &Y : ZM + EN is 
null-homotopic. Then for any finite set F the join 
cr*Id: M*F+N*F 
is null-homotopic. 
Proof. Recall that the join is defined by M * F = M x F x [0, l]/-, where - is 
dennedby(mr,f;O)-(m,,J;O), (m,fi,1)-(m,f2,1)form,ml,m2EM,f,fi,fiEF. 
If F consists of one point, then M * F is the cone over M; if F consists of two 
points, then M * F is the suspension of M. Let F = {0,1/k, 2/k, . . . , (k - I)/ k, 1). 
We show that (Y * Id: M * F+ N * F can be extended to M * [0, 11, which is con- 
tractible. By assumption, the restriction 
a*Id(M*{i-l/k,i/k}: M*{i-l/k,i/k}+N*{i-l/k,i/k}cN*F 
is null-homotopic, so it can be extended to 6, : M * [(i - l)/ k, i/k] + N * F. Piecing 
&i’s together, we get the desired extension. 
Proof (Theorem 3.1, (iii) + (ii)‘). Let 4 be an open cover of -?-x A”, and let f: P+ 
f x A” be a map from an (infinite) polyhedron Z? We show that f can be approxi- 
mated by a map f’ such that f’(P)n ({a} x A”) = 0. Since {a} x A” is a Z-set in 
TX A”, we can assume that f(P) n ({CO} x A”) = 0. 
Choose a locally finite open cover % of A” such that for each U E Q there is 
i = i(U) with (T, u {CO}) x St( U, %) being &small. Let W,, W,, . . be a sequence 
of open sets in A” promised by 3.3. The construction off’ goes in two steps. 
In the first step we construct a map f’ : P + ? x A” so that the accumulation points 
off’ in (00) x A” are in the complement of U;“=, Wi. In the second step we change 
the An-coordinate off’ to obtain f’, pushing the limit points off’ to infinity. 
Step 1. The goal of the first step is to move f away from {co} x wk, k = 1,2,3, . . . . 
Since wk’s are disjoint, and the changes over each wk are independent, we focus 
on a fixed W = Wk. Let i Z 1 be the smallest positive integer such that (T, u {Co}) X W 
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is &small. Let j> i be the smallest integer such that Z”y, is null-homotopic. 
Consider the inclusion 
TxFr Wu(C,x{i})x w-+-I;.xFr Wu(K-t)x %’ 
(see Fig. 4 for a schematic picture). 
As in Lemma 3.2 we get a homotopy commutative diagram 
TxxFr Wu(Cix{i})x w+KxFr Wu((7;-5)x w 
I= I- 
y,,*Id 
C,*Fr W- Cj * Fr W 
where the vertical arrows are homotopy equivalances. By construction, Fr W has 
the homotopy type of F, * . . . * F,, for some finite sets F,, . . . , F, of cardinality 
>l.‘If cardF,=.*.= card F,, = 2, then the bottom arrow is null-homotopic by 
assumption. In general, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that the bottom arrow, and 
therefore the top arrow, is null-homotopic. 
We define f’: P+ TxA” as follows: f’(x) =f(x) if f(x)a T, x W and f’ is then 
extended onto f’( T, x W) in such a way that f’( P) n (6 x W) = 0 (using the null- 
homotopy). Notice that f’ is “ji-close to J; and f’(P) n ({CO} x W) = 0. 
Step 2. Let 2’ be a star-finite star-refinement of Ou such that each VE “Ir intersects 
only finitely many U E 011. Denote B = A” - (LJzl Wi), and let H : B x [0, 00) + A” 
be a “2r-homotopy of the inclusion with no limit points as t + a” i.e. 
(a) H(x, 0) =x for x E B; 
(b) if x, E B, t,, + 00, then H(x,,, t,,) does not converge in A”; and 
(c) H({x} x [0, 11) is V-small for every x E B. 
The existence of such homotopy was essentially proved in [6]; the key is that 
dim B c n - 1, and that A” - A” is a u - Z-set in A” that ‘absorbs’ (n - 1)-complexes. 
We extend H to A” x (0) u B x [0, 00) by the identity. Let {~v}vEV be a locally finite 
partition of unity subordinated to 7, and for VE “Ir let rn = m(V) be the smallest 
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exists, since we insist on choosing smallest i’s and j’s in Step 1. Define E : T x A” + 
[O, *) by 
4[c, tl, ai = C b(a) f max{O, t- m( VII 
V.ZY 
andf’: P+ TxAk by 
f’(x) = (pr#(x), H(pr,+Yx), GYx)))). 
Notice that either &(f’(x)) = 0 or prA$‘(x) E B, so f’ is well-defined. 
We claim thatf’(P)n ((00) x A”) = 0 (the closure is taken in ? x A”). For suppose 
that there is a sequence x,, x2, . . . of points in P such that f’(xk) -+ (Co, a) for some 
a E A”. Say f(&) = ([ck, tk], U;) E TX A”. Thenf’(xk) = ([ck, fk], a;), and therefore 
tk + CO, al + a. Let VE Y be such that a E V. Since H is a Vhomotopy, it follows 
that, for a sufficiently large k, al E St( V, V). Since tk + 03, eventually tk > m( V’) for 
any V’ E V with V’ n V # 0. Therefore, for sufficiently large k, a; E B; moreover 
&([ck, tk], a;)+a.Itfollowsthat al= H(a;, &(f)(xk)))doesnotconvergeinA”. q 
3.5. Example. (A fake Hilbert space X = Z,u {point} such that {point} is a Z-set, 
not a strong Z-set, and X x A = Z2. Bowers [7] gave the first such example using 
more geometric techniques.) 
Let P be a non-simply connected polyhedron with n,(P; Z) = 0. Let C, = VT=‘=, P
be the wedge of infinitely many copies of P, and let Y,,~+, : C,, + C,,, be defined by 
‘shifting’, i.e. Y,,~+, maps the first copy of P to the wedgepoint, and the (k + 1)st 
copy (k 2 1) to the kth copy of P. Since 2P is contractible, the example follows. 
The following example was related to the author by F. Cohen. 
3.6. Example. (A homologically correct fake Hilbert space that satisfies the DAP 
for 2-disks, and stabilizes upon crossing with A.) 
There exists an inverse sequence of polyhedra 
such that 
(1) each Pi is simply connected; 
(2) each suspension Ecui is null-homotopic; and 
(3) each finite composition (Y~(Y*. . a,: P,,+,+ P, is essential (i.e. not null- 
homotopic). 
This can be seen as follows. Let X denote the infinite wedge of 2-spheres. Then the 
inverse sequence 
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has the desired properties. Here A denotes the smash product, and w is the general- 
ized Whitehead product [2]. The suspension of each bonding map is null-homotopic 
[2], but no finite composition of bonding maps is null-homotopic for the following 
reason. The adjoint to the composition .ZX+Z(A\2k X) under the natural 
equivalence [EA, B] = [A, f2B] is the map 4 : r\p X + fEX (OB is the loop space 
of B). 
The homology H*( KLZX; I!,) (p is a prime) is the tensor algebra over H,(X; Z,) 
(cf. [4, 81) and if we denote [x, y] = x. y-(-l)(deg”)(degy)y* x for x, ye 
H,(L!ZX; Z,) we have (x,, x2,. . . , xp denote the fundamental classes of the first 
2k spheres in X): 
~*(x,ox~o~~~ox*~)=[~~~[[[ x1, x21, [x3, X411, [[x5 9 X61, [x7, %lll, . . .I f 0 
and so 4 is essential. E.g. 
+,(x10x2) = [x1, 4, ~,(x,0x20x30x4) =[[x1, x21, L-G, x411 etc. 
Now let C,, = VZ=, & and define y,,“+r: C,, + C,,,, by Y,,“+~ 1PI = wedgepoint, 
Yn,n+1 1 pk+, : pk+, + pk = cn+, is equal to +(k> 1). Then the sequence 
gives rise to the desired example of a fake Hilbert space. 
3.7. Remark. This method of constructing fake Hilbert spaces might be used to give 
examples of spaces X, with X,, x A” + l2 but X, x A”+l= l2 (n = 1,2, . . .). To that 
end one needs a direct sequence 
712 723 Y34 
c,--+ c,- c,- . . . 
of countable (simply connected) CW-complexes and bonding maps with 
(i) the n-fold suspension 
is essential for every k; and 
(ii) the (n + 1)-fold suspension 
is inessential for every k. 
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